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Bradley surges forwards!
The American armoured divisions are
gaining ground south of the Contentin
peninsular.
The bad weather has finally broken,
allowing the idling Operation Cobra to
begin in earnest. A ferocious bombing
campaign preceded the American advance - devastating the German defenses.
In the days since the operation began, the
Americans have made up several kilometers of ground, reaching as far southwest as Coutances, liberating Périers and
Lessay along the way.
This series of victories owes thanks to
our brave boys still anchored in the area

of Caen, having occupied the larger part
of the German forces - rendering them
unable to reinforce the front against the
American tide.
The fighting is still fierce at Verrières
Ridge, where German forces are dug in
hard. The ridge constitutes a key strategic point - the Germans would be further
hard-pressed were they to abandon the
position.
The key to the Americans’ success lies
in the successful simultaneous launch of
the two operations by Montgomery and
Bradley - a splendid show of solidarity
between our nations.

Blackout by Bomber!
An unprecedented number of
aircraft took part in the raids on
the Cotentin peninsular, almost
blocking out the sky.
Exact numbers are sketchy, but
best estimations were that over
1500 bombers took part in the
preliminary stages of Operation
Cobra.
These included American bombers
of the B-17 and B-24 variants as
well as smaller fighter-bombers.
The sheer number of aircraft
involved meant that broad swathes
of the sky were obscured for minutes at a time, and a con
stant drone split the skulls of all

those unfortunate enough to find
themselves under the path of the
numerous squadrons.
Although German casualties are
said to be enormous, the command has come under flak for the
reports of friendly troops caught
in the blast zone.
General Bradley has said to be
alarmed at this news, and claims
that the bombing runs did not take
a path perpendicular to the front
line; contrary to his plan of attack.
Nevrtheless, the attacks have
enabled the ground troops to push
south.

Baked Fruit Pie

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe
for Making Do:

Method
•

Put the fruit and juice in a
pie dish.
Cut bread neatly into small
cubes and place on top of
the fruit.
Sprinkle the milk over the
bread until damp.
Sprinkle the sugar over the
top.
Bake in a hot oven for 20-30
minutes.

•
Ingredients
•
•
•
•

2
4
3
2

lbs fruit, bottled or fresh
oz stale bread (about 4 slices)
tablespoons of milk or water
level tablespoons of sugar

•
•
•

Heat Wave Ravages!
After poor weather beset the commencement
of key military operations last week, we are
now beset by record high temperatures.
Where torrential rain fell ceaselessly from the
skies, we now endure a barrage of heat that
has not been seen in this country for nigh on
thirty years.
The temperature has left a number
of the British public seething; all
manner of disruption having been
caused - including to workforces, travel, and health.
Opinion is divided however, as we
spoke to numerous people who welcomed ‘a bit of sunshine’.
“It makes a nice change,” one man
told us, whilst standing in a gaping
pool of his own sweat.
-cont page 3.

Around the Country
Trouble in Parliament
- Page 5
Man impersonates Prime
Minister - Page 7
Chaos on the rails
- Page 9
Unexploded bombs are not
playthings, police warn!
- Page 12
Stop and consider! life is but
a day;
A fragile dew-drop on its
perilous way
From a tree’s summit.

